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ABSTRACT
I briefly summarized some recent work which uses the techniques of effective field
theory to make quantum predictions in general relativity. In contrast to conven-
tional expectations, these are in fact well behaved. The leading quantum correction
to the interaction of two heavy masses is used as a specific example.
In this talk, I would like to describe some recent ideas concerning the
theory of gravity which make it seem relatively similar to our theories of
the other interactions when viewed at ordinary energies. We have come
to view all of our theories as effective theories, valid for some range of
energies. At high enough energies we expect the interactions to change
and new degrees of freedom to appear, modifying the nature of the theory.
The effects of the new high energy degrees of freedom are suppressed if one
only works at low energy and these are represented by ”nonrenormalizable”
interactions. The techniques of effective field theory are useful in dealing
with such interactions. Effective field theory allows one to separate the
quantum effects of low energy particles from the as-yet-unknown effects of
the high energy theory. General relativity fits naturally into the framework
of an effective theory, and this provides a methodology for making quantum
predictions at low energy.
This paper is a short summary of a talk in which I described the use
of gravitational effective field theory to an audience which was primarily
phenomenologists. The length limitation means that only the general ideas
can be superficially described. Other papers [1, 2, 3] provide more details.
One of the keys to effective field theory is that the effects of heavy
particles all appear to be local interactions when viewed at low energy.
The unknown final theory of gravity will then lead to a series of terms in
the most general local Lagrangian consistent with general covariance. This
leads in general to an infinite number of terms in the Lagrangian. The
second key to effective field theory is to order these in powers of factors
of low energy scales divided by high energy scales. This allows one to
ignore highly suppressed interactions and only deal with a finite set of
interactions relevant to the accuracy that one is working. In the case of
gravity, these ideas combine to form a derivative expansion for the effective
Lagrangian. The curvatures Rµναβ , Rµν and R all involve two derivatives
of the gravitational field. At low energies these derivatives become factors
of the momenta, which are small. Thus if we order the Lagrangian in
increasing powers of the curvature, the higher order terms are increasingly
smaller. Since experimentally we know that the cosmological constant is
negligibly small on ordinary scales, the derivative expansion starts at order
E2,
Sgrav =
∫
d4x
√
g{ 2
K2
R + c1R
2 + c2RµνR
µν + · · ·} (1)
Here the first term has a specific coefficient with K2 = 32piG where G is
Newton’s constant, in order to reproduce Newtonian gravity in the appro-
priate limit. The unknown coefficient ci are dimensionless and are exper-
imentally bounded [4] by ci < 10
74. The reason that these bounds are so
poor is because these terms have very little effect at ordinary energies.
While the idea of gravity as a classical effective field theory is widely
accepted, the quantum uses of effective field theory for gravity are more
novel. The quantizations of gravity goes back to Feynman [5] and De Witt
[6], but was given its most satisfying form by ’t Hooft and Veltman [7]. Here
one expands the quantum fields about a smooth background space time.
One adds a gauge fixing term along with the associated ghost fields, which
are fermionic vector fields in the case of gravity. Vertices and propagators
can be read off as usual by expanding the Lagrangian in powers of the
quantum field. The quantization itself is not problematic; where gravity
deviates from other theories is in the nature of the corrections induced
by loop diagrams. Because of the dimensionful coupling constant K ∼√
G, one loop diagrams induce corrections proportional not to the basic
Einstein action R, but to the higher order Lagrangians [7, 8] R2 and RµνR
µν .
Because these corrections are not finite, the theory is technically called
”non renormalizable”. However when treated as an effective field theory
it is easy to renormalize the theory at any given order by absorbing the
divergence’s into renormalized value of the coefficient in the most general
effective Lagrangian [2].
The divergences in the quantum corrections come from the high energy
end of the loop integration, where the theory is not to be trusted. Only
the low energy portion of the loops is reliable, because this portion uses
the correct low energy interactions. The low energy quantum effects can be
identified because they are non-local, in contrast to the local effects from
high energy. In momentum space, nonlocality is most clearly manifested in
nonanalytic behavior, which can never be equivalent to a local Lagrangian.
[Some analytic quantum corrections can also come from low energy, but
these often would not be able to be distinguished from the effects of the
local effective Lagrangian.]
The gravitational interaction of two heavy masses at one loop provides
an example of these ideas. In momentum space, the interaction is given
schematically [2] by
V (q) ∼ Gm1
[
1
q2
+
1
q2
(
αq4 + βq4
√
m2
−q2 + γq
4ln(−q2)
)
1
q2
]
m2 (2)
Here I have suppressed all the Lorentz indices. The analytic term (α) con-
tains the coefficients ci from the effective Lagrangian, as well as divergent
contributions from one-loop integral. The nonanalytic terms (β and γ) are
finite and calculable from the low energy theory. When one goes to coordi-
nate space, 1
q2
becomes 1
r
, the constant term (α) becomes a delta function
at the origin, the
√
m2
−q2
piece behaves as 1
r2
and ln(−q2) behaves as 1
r3
. We
see that the nonanalytic terms give the power law corrections to the Newto-
nian potential, i.e., the long range corrections. With a particular definition
of the potential, I find [1,2]
V (r) = −Gm1m2
r
[
1− G(m1 +m2)
rc2
− 127
30pi2
Gh¯
r2c
]
(3)
As can be seen from the powers of h¯, the first power modification is a
classical effect, due to the nonlinear nature of classical general relativity,
while the second is a quantum correction. The magnitude of the quantum
term is unmeasureably small, but the specific number is not as important as
the methodology. The message is that, by use of the techniques of effective
field theory, the leading quantum correction to the Newtonian potential is
a calculable quantity.
The effective field theory of gravity is a conservative approach in that it
addresses only those features of gravity which we have the right to expect to
be valid at energies which are presently accessible. It makes no speculations
about the ultimate high energy theory of gravity. This is similar to our
present view of the Standard Model, for which we have come to expect
modification as low as 1 TeV. Gravity is expected to remain unchanged up
to the Planck scale.
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